
DAVAO MUSEUM DISPLAYING DAVAO S RICH HERITAGE

The people of Davao are a mixture of various migrants and tribes that come from different parts of the Philippines and
the surrounding countries. Among the.

Some Dabawenyos know about some of the city's history but only few know the nitty-gritty details of the
history of this wonderful city. Visiting Davao Museum is a way to learn and admire more about the cultural
heritage of the City of Davao. The tribal houses are built using traditional materials and methods and are a
reflection of the unique culture of each tribe. Davao Museum is mainly devoted to show the different cultural
tribes and other facts and information about the people of Davao and the whole region. The colorful woven
mats of the Samas are in full display inside their tribal house where guests can sit or even lie down. Davao
Museum Foundation, Incorporated president Judy Ann Carpio-Prantilla said the club accepted the offer and
took the challenge of developing the museum, which was spearheaded by former Zonta president Veronica
Dalisay Tirol together with Nenita Azarcon and Concepcion de Asis. Dance of Labi Upstairs the Davao
Museum, one can also see brassware, bags, earrings, head cover, necklaces, burial jars, unique musical
instruments and costumes. The highlight of the gallery is a life-sized replica of President Manuel L. Davao is
considered as a cultural melting pot in the southern part of the Philippines where you will be able to
experience the convergence of many arts and cultures of different tribes. Take discussions to the next level
with Rappler PLUS â€” your platform for deeper insights, closer collaboration, and meaningful action. Meters
away you will see Davao Museum, a small building which looks like a house painted in white. Get to know
the mother of all orchids - the Walingwaling at the Puentespina Orchid Garden. Ancient jars called the
Martaban jars can also be seen in the museum. Ancient musical instruments of the early tribes in Davao are
also shown. Davao is home to Mount Apo, the highest mountain in the Philippines. This figure also makes it
the third-most-populous city in the Philippines and the most populous in Mindanao. On the right side facing
the front desk you will see a fossilized taklobo giant clam found in at Samal Island, where the luxurious Pearl
Farm Beach Resort is located. One of the primary objectives for the creation of the ordinance was to establish
a center that will highlight the history and cultural roots of Davao City. The city is also nicknamed as the
"Durian Capital of the Philippines". It is closed on Sundays and selected holidays. Sign up today and access
exclusive content, events, and workshops curated especially for those who crave clarity and collaboration in an
intelligent, action-oriented community. Replicas of some of its collections can be bought at the Aldevinco
Souvenir Shops on your last stop. Museum Hours Davao Museum is open from Monday to Saturday at am to
nn and pm to pm. A short stop at the Kadayawan Village and witness up-close the colorful tribal houses of the
different Indigenous and Moro peoples living in coexistence in Davao. A snake in a house signifies valor of
the head of the family. Turn right on first corner then turn left on the next. Davao Museum is also considered
as a private museum because it contains collections that are ethnographical and archaeological that relates to
the region of Southern Mindanao. It is hung horizontally on ropes or chains at the entrance of mosques.
Today, weaving is one of the main sources of income of the tribes. Escarilla said though Davao Museum and
Museo Dabawenyo offer similar content but each museum has also its own unique features that allow them to
complement each other. The structure was renovated and rehabilitated to cater to the museum. Davao Museum
has a gallery that is full of sculptures, paintings, and ceramics.


